
London Museum Librarians and Archivists Group
Meeting at the Victoria & Albert Museum, Prints & Drawings Education Room,

Thursday 14th June 2007

Notes

Present
Richard Golland, IWM (Chair)
Sally Brooks, MoL
Robin Francis, NPG
Martin Flynn, V&A
Christopher Mills, RBG Kew
Helen Kent, LTM
Jill Terrell, NMM
Vicky Worsfield, V&A
Kate Sloss, Tate
Nina Brooks, RAF Museum
John Meriton, V&A
Martin Cherry, Freemasonry (reluctant temporary secretary)

Apologies
Adam Waterton, RA
Chris Marsden, V&A
Daphne Knott, NMM
Elspeth Hector, NG
Caroline Warhurst, LTM
Anthony Hopkins, Courtauld?
Kiri Ross-Jones, NMM
Michael Ball, NAM
Paul Evans, Firepower
Peter Elliot, RAF Museum
Joanna Bowring, BM
Jessica Silver, Freemasonry
Susan Snell, Freemasonry

JM: Welcomed us to the V&A 

1. Apologies (above)

2. Minutes of the meeting on March 22nd 2007, Museum in Docklands
Name change of London Transport Museum noted and minutes approved

3. LMLAG’s All Change conference – report back
RG: Presented the final report of the conference working group. 
Overall consensus: the conference had been a success in raising the profile of 
the group and achieved a good satisfaction rating from those who had 
answered questionnaire. Press coverage had been disappointing but web 
coverage was better. Slides available www.slideshare.net/tag/lmlag-2007-04 . 
Conference delivered to budget with a surplus of at least £1,000 to BM 
without whom conference would have not been possible. 

http://www.slideshare.net/tag/lmlag-2007-04


Group discussed various issue that have come out of the conference, such as 
publicity generated and Brian Kelly’s offer of Web 2.0 training for LMLAG 
and whether we should take it up. RG agreed to contact Brian Kelly. JT noted 
that almost as many archivists had attended as librarians.

The meeting confirmed that the conference had been well worth the time and 
effort invested and that LMLAG should aim to organise further such events.

The surplus prompted JM to bring up the question of paying for membership, 
having a bank account and charitable status. Group discussed merits of this. 
CM mentioned producing stationery for events and MF thought having fees 
and account would give us more flexibility and JM that it would allow us to 
affiliate with other groups (e.g. Within CILIP). JT reminded group that the fact 
that we had no budget allowed us free access to facilities for conferences and 
seminars. Group agreed to discuss further. 

VW: After conference non-members have asked to be included in 
LMLAG@JISCMAIL.AC.UK 
Group discussed possibility of opening up list to non-members and creating a 
second for members, minutes and invites to further meetings.  It was agreed to 
take these matters up in the context of formulating future strategy and 
programme for LMLAG. 

4. Discussions with JISC Collections update

KS: JISC Collections are now looking to expand service. Now talking to NHS 
and schools. Communities with fixed number of users. JISC working at 
establishing affiliate members banding (probably price band J).

Group discussed what further steps to take. 1. See what JISC come up with 
next (KS: Offer is likely to be restricted so need to see what we would be able 
to get). 2. How to go for affiliate membership? Could this be done through an 
umbrella organisation such as MLA, especially as JISC more interested in 
working with national rather than regional bodies?

RF: It fits well within structure of MLA.  JT: MLA better placed to administer.

Action: KS: To set up meeting between LMLAG representatives and John 
Dolan to discuss possible MLA involvement1

5. LMLAG’s response to the MLA Blueprint for Excellence consultation for 
public libraries.

RG: MLA have acknowledged receipt of LMLAG’s response to Blueprint…
but at present that is all.

1 19 June 2007 Kate has now contacted JD. Will meet in MLA London Office either in week beginning 
9th July or 16th July subject to members’ availability.

mailto:LMLAG@JISCMAIL.AC.UK


JT: Brought up question of shared reader’s tickets or at least the possibility of 
being able to use the reader ticket from one London museum’s library as valid 
ID to gain membership to others. 
VW: Would this involve sharing of reader information and what implications 
would this have?

6. LMLAG Mission and objectives: next step

RG: Handed out note LMLAG’s mission and objectives: next steps.
Where do we want to go and how do we get there?

CM: Need to set up small working group (as with Mission and Objectives) or 
have a mass brainstorming session (use email list)
JT: Could make September meeting a brainstorming session or workshop.
CM: Something needs to be done before next meeting to give something to 
work around.
RG: Need for a facilitator for September meeting.

Group discussed what steps should be taken. How it could fit into September 
meeting. Take in other issues raised such as reader tickets and membership 
fees, bank account, charitable status etc.

Action: 
1. CM will set up questions for email discussion 
2. RG and CM will then “launch” these for email discussion
3. A small group (CM, RG and other volunteers) to collate information in 

readiness for September meeting
4. Brainstorming session HMS Belfast September.

7.        AOB and Members news

Members reported news.  As agreed at a previous meeting, these were not 
minuted but all LMLAG members are invited to convey their news on the  
LMLAG@JISCMAIL.ac.uk listserver.

8. Dates and Venues of next meetings

20th September: Gun Room, HMS Belfast (PLEASE NOTE ALTERED
DATE) Meeting will discuss future strategy and programme for LMLAG 
13th December: National Maritime Museum (CONFIRMED)
13th March: London Transport Museum (tbc)
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